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RED
Dax Wave & Groom: A product generally

used by men is a hair dress ( product)  that 
 increases shine and manageability while
enhancing natural wave texture. Dax Hair

dress is most effective on hair no more than
2-3 inches long.

Hair Brush:  A hairbrush is a handle brush
with rigid or soft spokes used in hair care

for smoothing, styling, and detangling
human hair. Torino Wave Brush:  Made with 100%

boar's hair bristles, this curved wave brush
is great for all stages of waving.It is best

when used to get 360 waves. The medium-
firm bristles will create the wave pattern you

need without damaging your hair or
scraping the skin on your scalp.

RED Silky Satin Durag: Durags originally
served as a way for black men to protect

and style their hair overnight.Men and
women now wear durags to keep their hair
from getting messed up while sleeping or  

 cornrows  to prevent friction, frizz, and
flyaways.



Orange 
Mane N Tail Shampoo: 
 Originally formulated for

horses, Mane 'n Tail's
consumer base Discovered
the Secret to fuller, longer &

healthier hair. The
shampoo formula contains

high lathering and ultra-
cleansing agents that are
fortified with moisturizers

and emollients to help leave
hair soft and ultra clean

Murray Hair Dressing Pomade : 
 Murray's Superior Products Co. is a hair
pomade company founded in 1925, best

known for creating Murray's Superior Hair
Dressing Pomade. Pomade is a waxy

substance that helps to style your hair as
you need.Whether you want a slick side

part or spiked hair, with Murray's
pomade, you can achieve every look and
be sure they will last the whole day. This
thick, oil-based product lets you have a

strong and firm hold.

CANTU LEAVE-IN
CONDITIONING REPAIR is a
product  conditioner formulated
to be left in the hair after use. 

Flexirods: Flexi-rods are
bendable rollers that are
very plush. They have a

tube-like appearance and
are wrapped in a pliable

foam material. Their
structure allows for them to
be bent and moved around
into any shape; hence their
name, “Flexi” rods, speaking

to their Flexible nature.

Shea Moisture Raw Shea Butter
Moisture Retention Shampoo: is a
Sulfate-Free shampoo helps moisturize
dry, damaged or over-processed hair.
Perfect for transitioning chemically treated
hair to natural  



Yellow
Got 2b Glue: is a “water-
resistant” hair styling/spiking gel
from the brand Schwarzkopf.
The Got2b glued gel is the
newest trend of securing wig and
frontal units.

Sulfur 8 Medicated:  Sulfur 8
was first formulated in 1948 and
has been a favorite of people
throughout the world for
controlling dandruff and
relieving an itchy scalp.Related
Post:No posts found.Sulfur 8
products are medicated to
scientifically heal hair by
repairing the scalp, reducing itch,
ridding dandruff, and
moisturizing the hair and scalp.

Pattern Beauty: Created in
2018 by actress Tracee Ellis
Ross: PATTERN focuses on hair
health & encourages each hair
texture to take up as much
space as it desires

Conair Yellow Bird Blow
Dryer: The Conair Yellow Bird
hair dryer has a round body with
a filter on the side. It has pretty
design-sense and the whole
product just looks like a vintage
handheld hair dryer in the 80s
and 90s. You can see the
buttons are not like modern
ones,  to use you need to flip the
switches to control heat and
speeds.

Hair Twist Sponge Brush: is a sponge-like brush with
textured holes that give the hair a finger-curled look in
minutes.



GreenWide tooth comb:  is a comb
with large spacing between the
teeth. They are excellent for
detangling long or short hair as
well as sectioning hair for styling

ORS Olive Oil Nourishing
Sheen Spray : is a non-greasy
sheen enhancer created to
restore the hair natural moisture
balance. A blend of Vitamin E,
Olive Oil, and herbal extracts
provide new life to all hair
textures.

ORS Olive Oil Girls No-Lye
Conditioning Relaxer System:
is a chemical lotion or cream
formulated for girls who have
very curly and tight . This
chemical product that "relax" the
curl and makes hair easier to
straighten.

Eco Style Olive Oil styling gel:
is a gel is made with 100% pure
olive oil that provides weightless
style and and hold. Can be used
for many desired looks, but
typically used for sleek ponytails
or holding gel when creating a
twistout.



Blue
Hair Bonnet: A bonnet is a
necessary part of the hair care
journey that protects the
moisture in your hair or keeps
hair in tack  as you sleep.  

Rat Tail Comb: A comb for the
hair having a narrow, pointed
handle used in styling the hair.  

Blue Magic:  Blue Magic
Conditioner/Hair Dress is
formulated to give effective hair
conditioning. Originally
formulated to aid in "pressing
the hair" straight. 

Double Sided Edge Control
Brush: For "perfect edges” this
tool is a two-sided hair styling
aide, that features a soft-bristle
brush and a fine-tooth comb for
the benefit of two. For smoother
and more precise sections, use
the fine-tooth comb. 

LottaBody: Known as a salon
favorite for years, Lottabody was
originally known for   wet setting,
blow styling or waving natural or
relaxed hair. The line of product
offerings have since evolved to
moisturizers, conditioners, edge
controls and more!



Purple
Moco de gorila: is a line of
products from the Moco De
Gorila, a Mexican hair product
company . It is designed as a
high hold gel for those looking to
keep extreme hairstyles like a
mohawk in tact. 

Headwrap: is a piece of cloth
tied around the head in an
intricate style. It can be a strong
cultural statement, a fashionable
accessory or a smart fix for
those days when you don’t want
to style your hair.

Aussie Miracle Curls: is a
lightweight, sulfate- and
paraben-free formula is made
with coconut and Australian
jojoba oil and helps lock in
moisture while defining curls
with a light hold.

Detangler Brush: Specially
designed bristles gently separate
knots and tangles without
causing pain to your scalp.

Dark & Lovely :
Since its inception
in 1972, Dark and
Lovely has helped
women of color
embrace their
unique and highly
individual styles, by
offering innovative
products and
technology
exclusively
designed to meet
their needs, This
permanent hair
color is formulated
to deliver vibrant,
fade-resistant color
and shine.



PinkLusters Pink Original: Pink
lotion, or Luster's Pink Oil
Moisturizer hair lotion, is a hair
product that has been around
for years. It is leading African-
American owned manufacturer
of premium personal care
products. This product contains
Vitamin E to repair weak,
damaged hair and protect
against damage from styling
tools and the environment.

Camille Rose Curlaide: is an
oil-enriched softening hair butter
with notes of vanilla and
macadamia, formulated to
provide intense everyday
moisture.                                                    

Pump It Up: is a
styling spritz dries
quickly and instantly
freezes your hair in
place. This allows
you to shape, spike,
sculpt, style,
scrunch, wave or
design your tresses
with ease. It's a quick
way to maintain your
look throughout the
day.                                          

Foam Rollers: Foam rollers work for
a range of hair types and are one of
the more comfortable options if
you're looking to set your style
overnight. The soft, spongy body
protects your head from the outer
clips that hold the roller in place
while you toss and turn. They create
more fluffy and voluminous curls. 

Magnetic Roller Set:  This hair tool
created what is known foundly in the
Black community as the "roller set" or
a "wash and set," and can either
create curls or straighten hair,
depending on the tools you decide to
use. Rollers of various sizes are often
used to curl the hair slightly, or create
a gentle curl or "bump" on the ends
while providing volume.



Brown
Bobby Pins:  is a type of hairpin,
usually of metal or plastic, used in  to
hold hair in place. It is a small double-
pronged hair pin or clip that slides
into hair with the prongs open and
then the flexible prongs close over
the hair to hold it in place.

Barber Chair: is a specially
constructed chair used in
barbershops and usually having a
footrest, a backrest that may be
lowered to reclining position, and a
hydraulic mechanism for adjusting
the height of the chair

As I Am CoWash:  is a light no-suds
conditioning cream gently spreads
easily throughout your hair and
removes residue including all of the
things you've used to style and
maintain your coils and curls..

TGIN  Miracle Repair: is
a restorative product 
 designed to restore dry,
damaged, or color
treated hair while
smoothing and softening
the hair.

Braiding Hair: is a
synthetic hair fiber 
introduced to the world
in 1957 by Kaneka. It is
soft with a human-hair
like texture, which allows
for various hairstyles, but  
genrally used for braided
looks



Gray Flat Iron:  a device used for
straightening hair by pressing and
pulling sections between two heated
metal or ceramic, flat, rectangular
plates

Bubbled Curling Wand: is a
rounded barrel was designed for
versatility to deliver different types of
texture-- Loose tousled curls and
waves.

Clipper & Trimmer: 
 A clipper is intended
for bulk hair cutting on
larger areas, but does
not cut extremely close
to the skin. On the
other hand, a trimmer
is designed for edging,
outlining, dry shaving
and light shaping on
smaller areas such as
the back of the neck,
around the ears,
around sideburns

Hot comb: A hot comb is
a metal comb that is used
to straighten moderate or
coarse hair and create a
smoother hair texture. A
hot comb is heated and
used to straighten the
hair from the roots. It can
be placed directly on the
source of heat or it may
be electrically heated

Thinning Shears:
Thinning shears are
scissors that have one
blade with teeth and one
blade without. These
teeth are little grooves on
the blade that will quickly
take your hair out in even
sections to help alleviate
excess weight, soften
lines, and blend between
sections

Straight Razor: a razor
with a blade that can fold
into its handle. In 1680,
straight razors became the
principal method of manual
shaving . This razor cuts
along the surface of your
skin, eliminating hair from
the skin.



WHITE
Hooded Hair Dryer: A hair hood
dryer is a machine with a hard plastic
dome that comes down and fits over
a person's head to dry hair. Hot air is
blown out through tiny openings
around the inside of the dome to dry
a person's hair evenly.

Doo Gro Mega Thick Shampoo:
Doo Gro is a line of ethnic hair care
and styling products that help
strengthen, repair, and thicken hair,
This particular product is a  growth
shampoo that promotes thick, strong,
hair. 

Neck  Duster: is a duster easily
removes loose hair with soft nylon
bristles and a handle that is
comfortable to grip.

Hair  Spray Bottle: is a mist spray
bottle that offer a continuous spray
that lasts for a few seconds, making it
much faster and easier to moisturize
your hair without tiring out your
hands.

Just for Me Relaxer: is a chemical
lotion or cream generally used by
women and men who have very curly
and tight . This chemical product that  
"relax" the curl and makes hair easier
to straighten. 



BLACK

Let's Jam EXTRA HOLD: This hair
gel provides a flake-free conditioning
strong hold. Great for creating braids,
cornrows and sleek looks. 

Black Solutions Fade 2 Black: is a
spray on natural black colorant to
help conceal balding, thinning hair,
and enhance the look of sparse
beards.

Elasta QP Glaze: is a greaseless,
lightweight formula used to controls
frizz while smoothing edges and
shaping tips for silky hair. 

Butterfly Clips: are clips
that are excellent for 
 keeping the hair divided by
sections. 

Afro Pick: is a large comb
or pick with big, wide teeth
that can get into tightly
curled hair and lift it up 
 from the head without
destroying the curl. This
type of comb is often used
to create an epic afro.


